Helps Maintain Engine Emissions and Performance

- Direct-fit, OE replacement parts – these are the same ones that came from the factory
- Stainless steel internal components and encapsulated copper windings & connections (in electronic valves) help protect the valve from its harsh operating environment and ensure precision operation
- High opening and closing forces minimize the effects of corrosion and reduce opening and closing response times, providing more precise emissions control
- Robust design helps provide long operating life and maximum performance for emissions control

Tested to Meet Rigorous Ford Engineering Standards

- After passing functional and durability testing, the valves are extensively tested in-vehicle to ensure they work in harmony with the entire engine and emissions control system
- Subjected to numerous functional and environmental tests
- Extensive environmental testing helps ensure Motorcraft® EGR Valves operate as designed in extremely harsh operating conditions

OE connectors
- Factory connectors help ensure a solid, positive connection sealed from the elements

Provides optimum emissions-control performance
- A properly functioning EGR Valve is critical to overall performance of the engine and emissions control system

Ready to install
- All brackets, hoses and electrical fittings are in factory-installed positions to facilitate installation

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.

Motorcraft® is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company